
To reach Millennials and women, 
financial services firms need to do things differently.

What’s Your Digital Content Strategy for 2015?

Traditional marketing and educational tools have failed to effectively reach  
this market.  

Recent studies show that most women investors want more educational 
opportunities, but find financial learning materials hard to understand or boring.  

Studies of Millennials show many fear the stock market and also have a mistrust 
of advisors, equating them to salespeople.  One solution is to educate them 
instead of sell to them.  

 § Courses comprised of 20-minute lessons that can be done anywhere, anytime.
 § With a unique plain language approach that introduces complex ideas in a clear and gradual manner, 
building both knowledge and confidence.  

 § Lessons that lock in learning on critical topics like . . . inflation . . . compounding . . . asset allocation . . . 
long-term perspective . . . and taming of investors’ natural emotional tendencies and biases.  

 § Interactive format emphasizes real learning, not just a one-way delivery of information.  
 § Developed by finance professionals and award-winning instructional designers who know how to break 
through learning gridlock.

 § Fully responsive design which can be accessed via computer, tablet or smart phone.

Wavelength’s digital client education tools can help you attract and retain  
today’s and tomorrow’s investors
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Contact us today to see how these digital tools can help you better 
connect with clients . . . and get on their wavelength!  

Our innovative sequential learning approach doesn’t just 
build better investors, it builds more confident clients who 
are more likely to:  

 § Expect and not over-react to market volatility.

 § Understand and appreciate the role of the financial advisor and 
a disciplined approach.

 § Be aware of the value of investing sooner rather than later.

 § Be more likely to focus on saving and growing assets.

Connect with your clients using our digital tools

 § Innovative, sequential design allows access to lessons all at 
once or weekly.

 § Use your own branding (white labeled) or ours (sponsored 
access on our website).

 § “Ask Advisor” tab in every module can link learners directly to 
your team members.

 § “More info” resource tab drives learners to your site.    

 § Customizable to your needs and preferences. 

 § Custom elearning systems available.

What Wavelength learners are saying:

“I feel like I am 
being encouraged 
to succeed and feel 
comfortable with 
investing concepts 
rather than being 
overwhelmed with 
technical financial 
talk.”

“Information I didn’t 
know, or thought I 
knew and was wrong 
about was presented 
in a friendly and non-
intimidating fashion.” 

“I think that this 
was the clearest 
explanation of bonds 
that I’ve ever seen.” 

“Really delivers 
on content and 
information!”

“It feels like the whole 
purpose of the course 
is to not make investing 
feel so foreign and 
intimidating.”
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